
Innovative,  
rugged technologies

that empower the 
mobile workforce to 

achieve more.

RuggedTabletPC.com

https://www.ruggedtabletpc.com


MobileDemand is an innovative leader in  
hardware and software solutions—from  
ruggedized Windows and Android based  
devices to our ultra-durable xCase built to  
protect a growing list of tablet manufacturers 
including Microsoft® Surface, Apple® iPad and 
Lenovo®. Accelerate your business with add- 
ons such as integrated barcode scanners,  
point-of-sale modules, magnetic stripe  
readers, PIN pad entry devices, 3D cameras, 
RFID modules, dimensioning software and  
a multitude of mounting solutions. We offer  
the tools the mobile workforce needs to  
achieve more. 

Empowering the mobile workforce to  
Achieve More. 



HARDWARE

Rugged Tablets and Cases with 
Feature Rich Productivity Tools
MobileDemand’s portfolio of rugged tablets and cases have  
been designed and tested to perform in today’s most 
demanding industries. We realize downtime impacts your 
bottom line, which is why we subject our products to a 
variety of military level testing standards for proven rugged-
ness. Have confidence with a MobileDemand product in your 
hands - that it’s ready to work as hard as you do every day. 

xProtect Service Plan
Our xProtect coverage protects a variety of 
MobileDemand products from accidental 
damage, defects, wear and tear, failures and 
any other damage that occurs when product 
is used for what it was designed for in your  
real-world work environment.

SOFTWARE

Industry First Mobile 3D 
Box Dimensioning System

Legal for Trade
xDIM has undergone stringent  
testing to ensure it is sufficiently accurate 
where product is sold by weight to earn the 
National Type Evaluation Program (NTEP) 
Certification, making it Legal for Trade.
(Certificate Number: 21-041)

xDIM™ Mobile is an innovative cloud-based mobile dimen-
sioning system designed to help supply chain companies 
increase efficiencies, reduce costs, and optimize space with 
patented software that quickly and accurately determines 
box dimensions from anywhere. The ability to measure boxes 
wherever they are enables a more mobile, agile workforce  
and replaces expensive, fixed measurement equipment.

Increased  
mobility  

and agility

Improve  
space and  

time  
efficiencies

Increase  
revenue while  

reducing  
costs

Modern  
application,  
API & cloud  
dashboard

LEARN MORE 

https://www.ruggedtabletpc.com/xdim-mobile-dimensioning-details


Our line of rugged xTablets 
are designed to meet your  

budgetary needs and  
workforce demands. Flex 10A with optional keyboard configuration
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10.1” DISPLAY

Rockchip RK3399  |  Android 9.0 8MP and 2MP cameras

4GB RAM  |  128GB storage Bluetooth  |  Wi-Fi  |  GPS  |  4G LTE

Battery life1 - up to 10HR (Hot swap) GMS, SOTI, VMware Certified
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10A
10.1” DISPLAY

MT8163 Quad Core Cortex A-53 Battery life - up to 4-6HR

3GB RAM  |  128GB storage Bluetooth  |  Wi-Fi

5MP and 2MP color cameras Optional keyboard

xTABLETS

VIEW PRODUCT MATRIX

VIEW 

VIEW 

LEARN MORE 

https://3395943.app.netsuite.com/c.3395943/SSP%20Applications/NetSuite%20Inc.%20-%20SCS/SuiteCommerce%20Standard/PDF/xtablets-at-a-glance.pdf
https://www.ruggedtabletpc.com/flex-10a-details
https://www.ruggedtabletpc.com/xtablet-a1180-details
https://www.ruggedtabletpc.com/rugged-android-tablets


WINDOWS
Windows 11 available on select models upon request

¹Battery life varies significantly depending on settings, app usage, and other factors
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10B

10.1” DISPLAY

Intel® Celeron® N4100 Quad Core Battery life - up to 4-6HR

4GB RAM  |  128GB storage Bluetooth  |  Wi-Fi

5MP and 2MP color cameras Optional keyboard
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10.1” DISPLAY

Intel® Atom Quad Core x5-Z8550 8MP and 2MP color cameras

4GB RAM  |  128GB storage Bluetooth  |  Wi-Fi  |  GPS  |  4G LTE

Battery life1 - up to 10HR (Hot swap)
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8” DISPLAY

Intel® Atom Quad Core x5-Z8550 8MP and 2MP cameras

4GB RAM, 128GB storage Bluetooth  |  Wi-Fi  |  GPS  |  4G LTE

Battery life1 - up to 10HR (Hot swap)
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10.1” DISPLAY

Intel® Celeron N4120 Quad Core 8MP, 2MP and Hello cameras

8GB RAM, 128GB storage Bluetooth  |  Wi-Fi  |  GPS  |  4G LTE

Battery life1 - up to 9HR
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11.6” DISPLAY

Intel® Core™ i5-8250U Processor 8MP and 2MP cameras

8GB/16GB RAM  |  256/512GB storage Bluetooth | Wi-Fi | GPS | 4GLTE

Battery life1 - up to 10HR (Swappable)

|   Windows 11 compatible

|   Windows 11 compatible|   Windows 11 compatible

|   Windows 11 compatible

T1190 with optional 3-in-1 point of sale module
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10.1” DISPLAY

Intel® Core™ i5-8200Y 8MP and 2MP cameras

8GB/16RAM, 256/512GB storage Bluetooth  |  Wi-Fi  |  GPS  |  4G LTE

Battery life1 - up to 10HR (Hot swap) Optional RFID module
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LEARN MORE 

VIEW 

https://www.ruggedtabletpc.com/xtablet-t1190-details
https://www.ruggedtabletpc.com/xtablet-t1180-details
https://www.ruggedtabletpc.com/flex-10b-details
https://www.ruggedtabletpc.com/xtablet-t1150-details
https://www.ruggedtabletpc.com/xtablet-t1680-details
https://www.ruggedtabletpc.com/rugged-windows-tablets
https://www.ruggedtabletpc.com/xtablet-t8650-details
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Rugged xCases

Ultimate protection for today’s leading tablet manufacturers
Choose from a growing list of ultra-rugged xCases for today’s 
top brands, each passing Military STD-810 drop test standards 
for proven protection. With each case we include an easy carry 
briefcase handle and back hand strap along with our patented  
snap plate for unlimited mounting solutions. Maximize your 
productivity with our line of Microsoft Designed for Surface® 
(DfS) certified xCases that offer optional integrated barcode 
scanners, magstripe readers, 3D cameras and more.  
Want even more? Ask about our bundled solutions!

A PC/ABS hard plastic 
outer shell and inner silicone rubber boot  
fully encase the tablet and combine to provide extreme durability.  
The unique, patented impact absorbing rubber corner bumpers  
buffer all sides and surfaces from damage while rubber port seals  
offer additional protection from dust and water.

Sealed Ports A
Impact Absorbing Bumpers B

Protective Rubber Boot C
PC/ABS Outer Shell D

Read Magstripes Scan BarcodesTake Payments

VIEW ONLINEVIEW ONLINEVIEW ONLINE

Brand Available xCase Tablet Models

Surface Pro 8 8

Surface Pro 4 5 5LTE 6 7 7+

Surface Go Go Go 2 Go 3

Lenovo Tab K10

Apple iPad Mini 7.9 9.7 10.2 Pro 10.5 Air 10.5 Pro 11

Achieve more with our DfS certified xCases with 
with these amazing integrated productivity tools.

Take Box Dimensions

https://www.ruggedtabletpc.com/rugged-ipad-tablet-cases
https://www.ruggedtabletpc.com/rugged-lenovo-tablet-cases
https://www.ruggedtabletpc.com/rugged-surface-tablet-cases


MobileDemand designs a broad range  

of innovative rugged tablets, cases and  

technologies - delivering solutions as 

unique as your business.

Integrated productivity tools include: 

• Barcode scanners

• Magstripe readers

• Point-of-sale modules

• PIN pad entry

• 3D cameras

• Integrated RFID module

• Dimensioning software

• Mounting solutions

Contact our experts today for more  
information or to request a demo.

Sales@MobileDemand.com
319.363.4121  

1501 Boyson Square Drive  |  Suite 101  |  Hiawatha, Iowa  52233
©2022 MobileDemand, LC   |   All trademarks are property of their respective owners.  
VERSION 02.28.22
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